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INTRODUCTION

WELCOME IN THE WORLD
OF TRISTAR
TriStar is a company to be proud of.

Behind our products, our cans, drums and

A renowned company, based on family

IBC’s you will find a whole family history. We

values, that for more than fifty years

love to share this with you, and to allow you

now develops and manufactures cleaning

to take a look behind the scenes. Experience

products for the consumer, the chemical

our company, meet our employees and

and petrochemical industry and the food

discover our DNA. Witness our enthusiasm

industry. In accordance with our vision

for our field, and understand why we say

we aim to be the most innovative and

Clean Matters.

competitive company in our market,
while maintaining our independence.

With enormous pride I present you our
TriStar Magazine, and I gladly welcome you

We started out as a small franchise company

into the amazing world of TriStar.

with three employees, and over the years
we grew into a business with more than fifty

I wish you much reading pleasure.

committed people who share our passion.
Not least as a result of their dedication and

Paul van den Berg,

efforts we were able to develop into what

CEO TriStar Group

we are today: a modern and professional
production company with branches in the
Netherlands, UK and Spain.
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WESTING

CUSTOMER IN THE SPOTLIGHTS

Westing is a Norwegian based company
that specialises in surface treatment
within the marine and shipbuilding
segment. Founded in 1981 by Sigurd
Teige, who noticed the need for a strong

FROM LOCAL
COMPANY TO
WORLDWIDE
PLAYER

supplier for maritime and industrial
paints, the company soon became an
important local player in the market for
paints for the fishing fleet, and finally for
the ship building and offshore industry as
well. TriStar considers Westing a highly
valued customer, reason enough to set
up a long distance chat with CEO John
Knutsen, who delivered a fascinating
story about Westing and their subsidiary
Zewo.

Interview with CEO John Knutsen

Westing operates from her headquarters
in Fosnavåg and from sites in Ålesund,
Bergen and Harstad. In 2014 the company
experienced the beginning of a new era with

‘A COMPANY
WHERE
PEOPLE
ENJOY
THEIR JOB’

the signing of the agreement with the wellknown Akzo Nobel. Westing became the
exclusive representative of International
Marine paints in Norway, thus evaluating
from a local company to a strong player on
the international market. As a one-stopshop Westing worldwide provides paints, for
maintenance, repairs, tools and also delivers
protective gears. “we supply everything for
surface treatment”, as John puts it.
John Knutsen: “Our vision is to be the best
partner for surface treatment in Norway. And
we envision and already experienced a great
deal of growth”. Key elements to generate
growth, was and is building and maintaining
a solid sales organisation, setting a clear
focus, recruiting people with competence and
knowledge and last but not least establishing
a good business culture. I make sure we
are all on the same page and that the
atmosphere in our company is such that
our people enjoy their work”.
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WESTING

CUSTOMER IN THE SPOTLIGHTS

WE WANT TO BE THE BEST
PARTNER FOR SURFACE
TREATMENT IN NORWAY

BUSINESS CULTURE
That is where TriStar becomes part of the
picture. John is very satisfied with our mutual
co-operation and with the products that
TriStar delivers to Zewo.
John Knutsen: “Zewo Chemicals is our
subsidiary and delivers chemical cleaners
for ships and industry, while Westing is
responsible for sale and technical follow
up. TriStar develops and delivers a number
of hygiene products for the fish processing
industry, as well as a portfolio of industrial
cleaning products. The relation with TriStar

Environmental issues

environmentally friendly versions of the
products. A good example is the use of the

In a company like Westing, it is inevitable that

Intersleek anti-fouling, which is a patented

there is an explicit emphasis on environmental

biocide-free coating, combining performance

issues.

and efficiency with sustainability. It helps
tankers generate fuel savings, creates speed

was excellent from the start, and I imagine
that goes both ways. In general Dutch and
Norwegian people are much alike in terms of
direct communication and open dialogue”.

John values the open

John Knutsen: “Obviously our business

increase, and emits absolutely no active

operates under strict legislation, but we

substances into the aquatic environment.

prefer to stay ahead of rules and regulations.

Our challenge, in short, is providing products

We train our employees to create a certain

and services that have less or no impact on

awareness, we insist on safe working

the environment and that at the same time

John Knutsen: “As I mentioned before, we

procedures, and we sell and use the most

maintain their performance level”.

have established a good and pleasant working

atmosphere within
Westing as well.

environment. In addition, Westing is able and
willing to invest, in our future, and in building
our own brand. We would like to survive on
our own, to not be too dependent on our key
suppliers. The global industry knows a lot of
movements, some companies cease to exist
or are taken over. The best way to remain
standing is to be as self-sufficient as we can. I
am glad and proud to be able to contribute to
that development”.
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TRISTAR ONLINE

PRESENTATION MATTERS.

DID YOU ALREADY
VISIT US ONLINE?
Our website, in Dutch, English and

That is why our Graphic design and IT

Spanish, is one of our showpieces. A

department created a new and attractive

source of information, and a natural fit

website where we are able to present our

with what we are and with the image

company, our vision, our staff and our

we like to project. We recognize that a

services. We reveal our history and bring

website has a crucial role in creating

some of our products in the limelight.

a favourable first impression. Potential
customers who encounter a user-

If you would like to find out what TriStar

unfriendly or unclear website, will be

stands for, what we do, what our staff looks

gone in a minute and will continue

like, how you can request a cleaning advice,

surfing.

and many more, then we warmly welcome
you on-line. Feel free to look around at your

Our website has a dual function: it is one of

leisure, you only have to take care of your

our publication platforms and it is the place

own coffee.

where we like to greet our customers for
interaction. It is the location where we are

We look forward to meeting you online.

available 24/7 for everyone looking for a
solution for cleaning issues.

CLEANING ISSUES?
HERE YOU WILL FIND THE
SOLUTIONS 24/7!

TRISTARGROUP.ORG
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TRISTAR AS A TRAINING COMPANY

EDUCATION MATTERS.

TRAINING COMPANY
‘THE IMPORTANCE OF
AND FOR TRAINEES
“INTERACTION”’
TriStar considers it very important to

Fresh look

offer young people a chance for
orientation in business and in our

Someone from outside the company often

company in particular. And we benefit as

has a fresh and objective perspective on our

well. Of course TriStar has an interest in

processes and on how things are done, and

the availability of enough qualified staff

is not hampered by “company blindness” and

for the branch in which we operate. Even

internal politics. That enables them to present

though not all trainees end up as Tristar

good and well founded proposals. We, in turn,

employees, we still benefit, because the

are triggered by their questions and remarks,

supply of qualified staff is extended. And

so the learning process goes both ways.

for a trainee an internship usually is a
very useful, informative and pleasant

For the trainee it is very useful to learn

experience.

how things are working in business, to gain
experience in daily working, and to be able

In the end we are talking about a win-win

to make an informed choice for his future, to

situation. Initially a trainee needs information,

develop in a certain direction. An internship

attention and help, but after only a couple

also enhances the trainee’social skills and

of weeks most trainees are a valued addition

work ethic. The trainee is expected to be on

to our staff. Often it is interesting to assign

time, to show social behavior, collegiality,

special projects to trainees, such as research,

responsibility, pro-activity, the same things

analyses and so on, projects that the

that are expected from the permanent staff.

permanent staff don’t have time to carry out.
Our goal is that our trainees leave our
company with pleasant memories and a lot of
experience. In general a fruitful internship will
ensure a smooth transition from school to the

A l o t o f t ra
in
k e e p st i ck i e e s
ng
a r o u n d!

job market, on the way to a successful career.
It is not unusual that our trainees are hired as
seasonal workers or permanent staff.
A positive process with a beneficial outcome
for both parties.

Students visited our lab during Roosendaal on Stage.

WIN-WINSITUATION FOR
THE TRAINEE AND TRISTAR
Roosendaal On Stage
This is why we are always willing to participate
in the Roosendaal on Stage event, that
enables VMBO-students to get acquainted with
a large number of professions and companies.
Two weeks after this event all participating
companies organise an activity day in which
the students can experience for a day what
it is like to work at TriStar. Always a very
pleasant and successful day, for the students
as well as for the TriStar staff.
Our trainees come from all kinds of schools,
and, dependent on their study, they can end
up in different departments at TriStar.
In general they all are very positive about
their internship.

Dennis van Ruiten
Logistic trainee
Dennis van Ruiten, logistic trainee,
made it clear after concluding his
successful period at TriStar.
“I had a terrific time at TriStar.
The atmosphere is excellent, very collegial,
and everyone had or took the time to
explain what I needed to know. And I
certainly did learn a lot, about the internal
Tristar processes, co-operation, dealing
with people, and about handling feedback.
Besides that I became more aware how
to give a professional impression when
visiting customers.”
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TRIPLE-INTERVIEW

VISION MATTERS.

WORKING TOGETHER,
ONE VISION
Corné Endepoel, Rick van der Vliet and

CORNÉ

HOW DID YOU END UP AT TRISTAR?
RICK

ENES

Enes Yildirim are shareholders of Tristar

“I started here because I knew Ron van

“At the time I lived next door to Paul van den

“I started out as an intern and as a seasonal

Industries.

Zanten, one of the co-founders of this

Berg, our owner. I worked for a governmental

worker. After my studies I was lucky enough

company. I was ready for a new challenge,

organization and was responsible for the

to be hired, in the sales support department.

Different in some respects, sometimes

and Ron had a vacancy for a purchaser.

transport of ministers and secretaries of

This proved to be a very solid basis for the

sharing an area of tension inherent to

We had an instant connection, and I never

state, that required an availability of 24/7

rest of my career. After a couple of years

their jobs that all three acknowledge, but

left. At the time I enrolled in a Logistic

every second week. Paul had just taken over

I was able to achieve my first goal: I was

above all with a lot of common ambition,

Management and Business Management

TriStar and offered me a job. After a number

given the opportunity to join the ranks of

drive and genuine enthusiasm to guide

course. I became Office Manager in the MT,

of different assignments I ended up in the

account managers. My customers are mainly

this company, keep it sound, make it grow

and later I was commercially responsible

Purchasing Department, where I was trained

companies in the industry and for resellers.

and, in general, take it to the next level,

as well. At some point Rick and I kept our

by Corné.

My sales support experience proved to be

based on our vision and strategy.

Purchasing Department afloat in a joint effort.

an asset, as I already was familiar with a lot

At present I am shareholder, vice CEO and

TriStar grew and outgrew the existing

of our customers. In addition, I knew how

manager of Sales Support and Graphic design,

facilities in Hazeldonk, so we were in need

to pass information to our sales support

as well as responsible for a number of our

of a new site. I was in charge of setting up

colleagues, so that they can help our

customers.”

the new building. Currently I manage the

customers fast and efficiently.”

production department and our warehouse,
the planning- and building management, the
car fleet and the R&D department.”

From left to right.

Corné Endepoel (44 years old)
Shareholder, Commercial Manager, Vice CEO

Rick van der Vliet (39 years old)
Shareholder, Production- and Purchasing Manager

Enes Yildirim (25 years old)
Shareholder, Account manager
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TRIPLE-INTERVIEW

VISION MATTERS.

AANDELEN
A couple of years later, in 2017, Corné and Rick both took over part of the TriStar
shares of Paul van den Berg, while Enes followed suit in 2019.

WHAT IS YOUR MAIN CHALLENGE?
CORNÉ

ENES

“In the beginning we lived through some

“Just as Rick mentioned, TriStar felt like

rough times within TriStar, such as takeovers,

my own company. Like all my colleagues I

people leaving and new people coming,

already felt responsible for our results, but

growing pains, a new location. We took some

as shareholder I feel an extra dimension had

financial risks, and repeatedly Rick and I

been added. My main challenge and focus

stood on the front line. Now we created some

is, for now as account manager, to deliver

kind of quiet, and for me it is a challenge as

a substantial contribution to the extension

well as an assurance for the future to help

of our market share, to the quality of our

guide this company as a shareholder.”

processes and products, and to our customer

Corné, Rick and Enes focus on controlled growth, while all supporting processes

satisfaction. ”

should follow in its wake. The first steps have been taken, with the expansion to UK

RICK

Corné Endepoel and Rick van der Vliet celebrate the acquisition of their shares in TriStar with Paul van den Berg.

and Spain. Besides that, they obviously have personal goals as well.

“TriStar always felt like my own company.
Being shareholders is for me indeed an
assurance for the future and my own
ambitions and plans. It is the validation, the
legalization so to speak of a situation already
envisioned and felt. By the way, my activities
and attitude within TriStar haven’t changed. I
still consider it important keep in close touch
with our production and warehouse.”

WHAT IS YOUR ROLE IN THE
TRISTAR MISSION?
CORNÉ

ENES

I certainly have the ambition to enlarge my

“I also have the ambition to acquire more

portfolio, and take the company to the next

shares in the near future ad to contribute to

level. I consider my exact role in that process

our mission and vision. I aim to deepen my

of less importance as I am open to contribute

knowledge about our business management

in any function needed.

and operations by means of a traineeship.
The planning is that from January 2022 I will

RICK
“For now I still have plenty of challenges in

assume the role of commercial manager, and
as such improve and secure our results.”

my current job. I feel I am where I belong. In
the future I certainly wish to extent my shares
portfolio as well. We are in a growth scenario
right now, and the moment to expand at this
location is drawing closer. A similar process
as in my early Tristar days. That will keep me
busy for quite some time.”
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TRIPLE-INTERVIEW

VISION MATTERS.

The personal development all three keeps pace with that of the company

Corné, Rick and Enes agree that maintaining autonomy is of the utmost importance,
within the windows of defined agreements, such as laid down in our vision statement.

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED SO FAR?
CORNÉ

ENES

Be the fastest, most innovative and competitive company in our market, built on
family values, and remain independent.

WHAT MAKES YOU MOST PROUD?

“Over the years I developed a number of

“ I already learned a lot about the ins en

very useful skills and competences. I now

outs of our company, and not only about our

have more overview and insight into all our

customers and the sales side. I am getting

processes. In addition I pride myself on the

more and more insight in our mission,

“That is what we are working on, growth

“I enjoy my job immensely, we work hard

ability to make people focus together on one

vision and strategy, in the reason of certain

with due regard for our vision, growth while

indeed, but there is always time to mix

common goal, with a positive outcome.”

choices, and the consequences of our policy

maintaining the solidity of our processes.

business with pleasure. I am working on

in the medium and long term. I hope to

Making the next steps in personnel

a number of interesting projects, such as

extend my knowledge considerably during

management. I am extremely proud to be

digitilising our warehouse with scanners

“I like to set my own course, the less positive

my traineeship. There is no school like the

part of a company with a pleasant and open

and QR-codes. In the context of remaining

term would be that I am stubborn, but that

practice.”

RICK

CORNÉ

RICK

atmosphere, where motivated people are

independent, we wrote our own software,

enables me to move straight towards my goal,

willing to make a difference each day. We

dedicated to what we need. And I am proud

without distraction, and to accomplish what I

work hard, but there is always space and

that our staff is very motivated and willing

need to do at that moment.”

time for fun.”

to the extra mile each and every day.”

ENES
“I am proud to work for a company that
enables its staff to grow and develop.
I love the great steps we took during the last

OUR VISION:
THE FASTEST,
MOST INNOVATIVE
AND COMPETITIVE
COMPANY IN
OUR MARKET, BUILT ON
FAMILY VALUES.

years, in professionalization, in the number
of our staff as well as in the quality of our
products and processes. I am convinced of
the added value of the expansion in UK, Spain
and possible other countries in and outside
Europe. And finally I am proud of all my
colleagues who create a pleasant working
atmosphere, and who are committed 100%
to our TriStar family. I am proud to be part of
that.”
The joint conclusion is that all three have
traveled a long way with and within TriStar,
to reach the point where they are now: MT
members and shareholders of a modern and
effective production company, ready to
face the future.
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CREATIVE SOLUTION STUDIO

DESIGN MATTERS.

ESTABLISHMENT
OF CREATIVE
SOLUTIONS

Pa c

d es
g
n
i
kag

ign

In the first quarter of 2019 Creative
Solutions originated from our current
Graphic Design department. This new
in-company business will focus, besides
on its current activities, on the provision
of graphic design for all kinds of
entrepreneurs.
Creative Solutions will design logos, corporate
identities, websites and all sorts of mediaexpressions. The company comprises of a team
of four people, each with his own expertise and
specialty. These four designers share a burning
passion for the field, an original creativity
and years of experience. That is why they can
offer a dedicated and fitting solution for every
company, under the slogan “Our creativity, your
solution’’.

OUR CREATIVITY,
YOUR SOLUTION!

W e bs i t e s

rate
C o r po d e n t i t y
I

CSSTUDIO.NL

info@csstudio.nl | (088) 588 0121 | Ettenseweg 34 | 4706 PB | Roosendaal
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QUICK RESPONSE TEAM

SPEED MATTERS.

QUICK RESPONSE TEAM
We understand that the working days of

The moment we receive a message that one

Two examples of how our Quick Response Team is able to respond adequately in case

our customers don’t always automatically

of our customers urgently needs a cleaning

of an emergency.

end at 17.00 hours, and we know better

product, a well oiled internal process starts.

than anyone that calamities may occur.

The responsible member of our Quick

Our Quick Response Team makes sure

Rensponse team is then on stand-by and

that TriStar is available and at your
service outside office hours and during

Five warehouses flooded with foam

Oil leakage

checks the stock. If needed we start up our

At the site of one of our customers, a storage

One of our clients had an oil leak. Thanks to

production process, and we report back to

and transfer company, the automatic foam

the fast action of our Quick Respond Team this

weekends for sound advice and urgent

the customer about the progress and the

extinguisher system was accidentally turned

client received his product less than two hours

deliveries of our cleaning products.

expected delivery time. In general, thanks

on, filling 5 large warehouses in no time

after his first call, so he could start cleaning

to the flexibility and the efforts of the entire

with a thick layer of foam. So our customer

up.

Quick Response Team, we are able to help our

desperately needed a defoaming product.

customers within a short time, thus avoiding

The Quick Response procedure was initiated,

escalation of the problem.

and in this case it took half an hour to
manufacture the product. Shortly afterwards
the engines of the truck could be started, and
2,5 hours after the first call we showed up at
the clearly relieved customer with the much
desired product.

WANT TO SEE
OUR TEAM IN
ACTION?
Please visite our TriStar Industries YouTube channel to see our team in
action, and don’t forget to hit the like button!
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182,5 DAYS CHALLENGE

HEALTH MATTERS.

TRISTAR CHALLENGE 2019
FIT AND HEALTHY IN 182,5 DAYS
No smoking and no alcohol during 182,5

Media attention

days! That is the challenge five TriStaremployees chose to meet in 2019.

An incidental yet very positive side note is
that this item was picked up by local, and

The Challenge

finally by national news media. Our story
appeared in a number of national newspapers,

Three of them started already in the beginning

and the 5 participants were invited to show

of this year, and the other two followed in

up on a popular talk-show.

their footsteps by the end of January.
The reward is twofold: a healthy body and

All this puts TriStar in a very rosy limelight,

a financial incentive for all participants who

and also strongly underlines our message.

would complete this challenge unscathed.

This way we hope to create a boost for other

In consultation with and with the approval of

companies to focus on their employee’s health

all participants a number of control moments

as well.

were built in.

Test results
On the last day of the Challenge all
participants were invited to undergo the
final test: based on hair-samples tests could
determine if the participants did or did not
smoke or drink during the last 6 months.
We proudly can announce that all 5 did
pass with flying colours.

h a ll e
The C

nger s

a tt

show
L4 T V
th e R T
e n d in g

Zo m e

A r t.
r met
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BRANCHES TRISTAR

DIVERSITY MATTERS.

OUR ACTIVITIES
For over 50 years now, TriStar has
developed cleaning products for the
consumer market, the chemical and
petrochemical industry and the food
industry. Each of these branches requires
a specific approach and different
solutions. Our years of experience,
development, innovation and passion
for the field enable us to always offer a
solution for even the most complicated
cleaning issue.
We consider cleaning to be an integral part
of our customers’ operation. Based on an
analysis of their processes we provide a
dedicated recommendation, taking into
account the technical requirements, the cost
aspect, safety, the environment and waste
reduction.

Custom made products
Although we boast a wide range of cleaning
products, sometimes a basic solution
won’t be enough. In such a case one of our
account managers will come by to perform
an analysis to determine the best solution.
Frequently this will result in the development
and manufacture of a specific and dedicated
product.
We also offer labels, the set-up of websites
and webshops, in keeping with the corporate
identity of the customer’s business.
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BRANCHES TRISTAR

DIVERSITY MATTERS.

ONZE BRANCHES
INDUSTRY
PROVIDING ALTERNATIVES AND CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
Our core business is industrial cleaning, a

the processes, and the uses of innovative

field in which we have extensive specialistic

products. In addition TriStar deploys a vast

knowledge and experience. This industry

network of business relations, allowing our

is typified by a high degree of automation

customers to call on us when they are looking

and mechanisation. Cleaning of technical

for a reliable partner to outsource projects

installations, pipes, tanks, plants, ships and

and activities to.

so on, requires a lot of understanding of

FOOD INDUSTRY
IMPLEMENTING DYNAMIC CLEANING SOLUTIONS AND PROVEN

The food industry requires very specific

cleaning projects in this branch as well.

knowledge and is dealing, more than any

Of course we like to contribute ideas

other industry, with all kinds of laws and

concerning dosing and ordering optimisation,

regulations. Over the years TriStar proved

and to offer support in difficult hygiene and

to be a reliable partner for the most diverse

safety questions.

FACILITY SERVICES
DIVERSITY REQUIRES A RELIABLE OVER ALL SOLUTION
The facilities management branch is

cleaning of the kitchen installation. This

characterized by many different activities.

requires knowledge of many different

Today window cleaning, tomorrow floor

techniques and innovative and reliable

maintenance, and in between the in-depth

products.

SAFETY FIRST
All these branches of industry share at least

the customer’s location.

one common and essential factor: safety! We

During these sessions, for 5 to 50

assure this by carefully observing all laws and

participants, we cover reading and

regulations, and by providing the right product

interpreting the safety information, and

and safety data sheets. As practice shows

on recognising and understanding hazard

that the interpretation of the data in the

statements on the labels. We also pay

safety data sheets can be difficult, we provide

attention to wearing personal protection

practical training sessions for our customers,

and to all kinds of safety measures.

“safety first training”, at the TriStar site or at
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

SAFETY MATTERS.

CHALLENGE. COURSE.
CREATION. CORRECTION.
Safety

Quality

GHS maintains a harmonized system for the

Naturally, safety for working with chemicals

In addition to product development, it is

and improved to ultimately achieve

hazard classification of substances worldwide

for staff is also taken into account.

important to guarantee the quality of our

the best result for the consumer.

and REACH is a European regulation on

For example, there is an extensive safety

products. For this, daily quality control is

The Research and Development

To bring a product on the market, we

department is indispensable within

must comply with legislation within Tristar.

Tristar. Here, products are developed

the production of and trace in chemical

policy. “Safety First” is our institution.

performed on produced batches. If a product

“Can you make that?” Is a question that

substances within EU countries. Products are

Both in the laboratory and in the production,

does not fall within specifications, it will be

is asked a lot within our department. The

classified according to CLP, this is the hazard

the necessary personal safety equipment

corrected by our team, so that it ultimately

customer has a problem and is looking for

classification that is stated on the label,

is present and the correct layout of the

meets the specifications for optimum

a suitable solution in the form of a new

accompanied by H- and P-sentences.

workplaces to be able to work safely.

operation. Let’s take a look at our team and

product or an alternative to switch to a

These sentences indicate the hazards and

In addition, there is always a person present

what their findings are within the department.

Tristar product. In addition, own projects are

preventive measures for the use of the

with the required knowledge and experience,

started within the company to develop more

product.

should an emergency occur.

O-range line, which contains the raw material

When a product is developed, tested and

Knowledge

d-limonene that is made from recycled orange

entered into the system, another legislation

From here comes another point, knowledge.

peels and gives the cleaners the characteristic

applies: the ADR. This concerns the

There is a lot of knowledge within the

odour.

international transport of dangerous goods

chemical industry and there is regular

by road, for which certain pictograms also

consultation, both inside and outside the

apply. In addition, there is a list of dangerous

company. By attending various seminars,

goods with UN numbers within the ADR;

keep up with developments in the chemical

such a number indicates the class in which a

field, both research and legislation, we

substance or mixture is classified. In addition

keep up the knowledge within Tristar on the

to legislation, the correct way of storing and

right track. Extend knowledge so that it can

processing the chemicals is also taken into

ultimately be applied again, resulting in better

account. This overlaps with ADR and there are

and innovative products. Products that are

permits for working with the substances for

eventually brought to the market and provide

this.

for solving problems, would be a nice goal

sustainable products. For example, our own

to come up with an offer that is ultimately
in demand.
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

SAFETY MATTERS.

MEET OUR R&D TEAM
Herald Paarhuis

Mariska van Tilburg

“DON’T BE BUSY BE PRODUCTIVE”

“IT’S THE WILL, NOT THE SKILL”

“My name is Herald and together with my

“My name is Mariska van Tilburg and I have

wife I have three children whose ages are

two 21-year-old sons that I’m proud of. My

five, seven and ten. In my spare time I like

hobbies are watching soccer and going out

to do things together with my family. Walking

with friends. I have been working at Tristar

and running in nature are things that I also

for six years and started as an interior carer

like to do. I have been working at Tristar for

here. Tristar has given me the opportunity to

more than 13 years and over the years I have

develop my qualities. I have been working in

gained a lot of experience with cleaners and

the QHSE Product Development department

cleaning processes. In my current position as

for four years now, where I do the quality

R&D manager I manage and am responsible

control, product development, complaint

for the entire R&D process. In addition, I am

handling and much more. Tristar is a super

involved in various laws that Tristar must

nice company to work for, including colleagues

comply with. What I like about Tristar is the

who are very close to each other.”

character of the organization. A flat structure
with a no-nonsense culture. The great thing
about my work and my department is that you
are involved with projects from start to finish.
New developments always give position image.
I am proud that I can contribute to this!”
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O-RANGE

FROM PEEL TO CLEAN
Since august 2018 TriStar has a very

innovative organization, active in the field

special distribution agreement with the

of circular processing of citrus peels. They

Dutch company PeelPioneers.

absolutely share the sustainability vision of
TriStar. Contributing to a better environment

VAN SCHIL NAAR SCHOON!

PeelPioneers

is becoming increasingly easy and necessary.
Products are more and more developed to NOT

Peelpioneers developed an unique process

end as waste at the end of their life cycle. As

to extract the high quality raw material

demonstrated by TriStar and Peelpioneers,

D-Limonene out of waste, namely orange

products can on the contrary arise from

peels. TriStar commits to a maximum re-use

waste. PeelPioneers collects the citrus peels

of products and raw materials and a minimum

from equipment that produces fresh orange

of destruction of value and environmental

juice, for instance in supermarkets. They

impact. The extraction of D-Limonene out of

extract the appropriate ingredients that are

waste perfectly fits this vision. TriStar will

used for manufacturing new products and

also coordinate the complete distribution in

raw materials. The floor cleaner, one of our

the Netherlands of D-Limonene provided by

O-Range products, and manufactured based

Peelpioneers.

on this raw material, can be used to clean the
floor of that same supermarket. This way we

FRUITful co-operation

go from peel to clean. A flawless example of
circular production. A very good and FRUITful

It is no coincidence that both companies

co-operation.

found each other. Peelpioneers is a young and

VANSCHILNAARSCHOON.NL
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WAAROM TRISTAR?

QUALITY MATTERS.

WHY TRISTAR?
Just meeting our customer’s expectations is not enough. We aim to exceed them. Why

6. CONSTANT QUALITY

would our customers choose TriStar? We list all the benefits for you. And if you are in

Our goal is to provide reliable and safe cleaning products that help

the neighbourhood, drop by for a cup of coffee.

you. We organize our business processes with that in mind. They
are therefore customer-oriented and also ISO 9001-2015 certified.

1. PERSONAL ADVICE

This way we ensure consistent quality

At TriStar we have an extensive range of cleaning products. With
that we serve almost all customers and occasionally more is needed;
then we make those products especially for you. Custom made. Our

7. ALWAYS AVAILABLE

representatives take care of this.

Wij begrijpen dat de werkzaamheden van uw bedrijf niet
noodzakelijk om 17.00 uur afgewerkt zijn, en wij weten dat er zich
altijd calamiteiten kunnen voordoen. Dankzij ons Quick Response
Team staat TriStar ook buiten kantooruren en tijdens de

2. CLEANING AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF YOUR 		
BUSINESS PROCESS
Clean Matters and TriStar therefore consider cleaning to be a vital

weekeinden voor u klaar met advies en snel geleverde producten.

part of your business process. We believe in collaboration and we offer

8. PERSONAL AND FRIENDLY SERVICE

technical support to fully integrate the chosen cleaning concept into

Our employees at Commercial Office Staff are happy to help you.

your business processes

Whether it’s about questions, orders or other information. And of
course you also have a permanent representative who knows the ins
and outs of your company.

3. ALWAYS LOOKING FOR THE SAFEST ALTERNATIVE
importance at TriStar. We guarantee this by deploying the right

9. OWN CORPORATE IDENTITY / PRIVATE 		
LABEL

resources, by providing correct safety information, by carefully

Onze DTP-afdeling personaliseert uw producten met

following all applicable laws and regulations and by providing training.

de mooiste logo’s en etiketten, in uw huisstijl of met

Safety for people, the environment and business is of paramount

de lay-out, vorm en kleur die u wenst. Een product op
maat met een unieke verpakking op maat!

4. CUSTOMISED DEVELOPMENT
If you can’t find exactly what you’re looking for across our extensive
range of products, please let us know and we will be happy to work

10. COMMERCIAL AND CLEAR PRICING

with you to understand your requirements and develop custom-made

At TriStar we like to be clear, about our prices

products to resolve your cleaning problems.

too. With a personal quote you know in
advance where you stand

5. LOOKING FOR CIRCULAR RAW MATERIALS AND
PACKAGING
In the context of “waste does not exist”, we at TriStar devote a great
deal of attention to finding circular raw materials and packaging. We
focus on the maximum reuse of materials and on minimizing value
destruction and environmental impact. Our O-Range products are the
proof.

CURIOUS ABOUT TRISTAR? Please contact us.
We can certainly mean something for you!
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HUNTSMAN

CUSTOMER IN THE SPOTLIGHTS

HUNTSMAN
Here TriStar explicitly comes
into view.

Huntsman Corporation is a listed and

Ewald: “In Rotterdam we produce raw

Ewald: “Polyurethane is sustainable, does

worldwide manufacturer and supplier

materials and semi-finished products for

not corrode nor decompose and has a

of specialistic chemicals, with over 75

the polyurethane industry. That leads to the

positive effect on our environment: cars

branches in more than 30 countries. One

exceptional situation that the final products

have less weight, so consume less fuel, and

Ewald: “In the chemical world cleaning

of those branches, Huntsman Holland BV

are present everywhere, but that our

polyurethane has a great insulating effect,

activities on technical installations were

in Botlek-Rotterdam (Rozenburg) is an

products themselves are invisible. Most of the

which greatly contributes to a higher level of

initially performed with high pressure

important and highly valued customer of

time they constitute the inside of all kinds of

energy efficiency in buildings. In Rotterdam

equipment which carried a couple of

TriStar.

common and everyday consumer items, such

Huntsman is part of a chain of chemical and

disadvantages: the need of complicated

as mattresses, chairs, bumpers, dashboards,

energy manufacturers, which enables”.

installations and processes to prevent

Ewald Pfeiffer held a number of positions

footwear, surfing gear, skis, cavity wall

within Huntsman, and is currently, a

and pipe isolation and water-resistant plate

production expert, part of a Global

material (MDF). us to efficiently buy and use

Excellence Team with Chinese and

all kinds of substances”.

emission of gases, the generation of lot of

Huntsman has a considerable
history.

waste was generated in the form of waste
water, and finally the risk of damaging the
concerned installations.

American colleagues. Thanks to his

Ewald: “The company was established by

extensive experience at Huntsman (over

Jon Huntsman, a very inspiring, motivating

Together with TriStar we made a thorough

30 years), he is the perfect partner to

and people-oriented leader. I once had the

analysis of our pollution and TriStar developed

put his company in the limelight. An

pleasure of meeting him. A real entrepreneur.

a dedicated cleaning product, a solvent which

enthusiastic and captivating story about

Thanks to a number of takeovers the company

was successfully tested during two turn-

an extraordinary company.

experienced a considerable and fast growth,

arounds of MDI-installations. We managed

was rebranded as Huntsman Corporation, and

to realise a considerable reduction of waste

meanwhile employs more than 10000 people”.

water, the shutdown times were shorter,
and the gases were pretty much reduces

A company such as Huntsman will inevitably

to zero. In addition, TriStar offered the

be faced with all kinds of laws and regulations,

possibility of regeneration and reuse of the

that, of course, are scrupulously adhered

cleaning product, which resulted in an extra

to. For instance in the field of safety and

waste reduction. The relation with Tristar is

sustainability.“ One of our main goals is to

pleasant and professional. Our TriStar account

actively protect the wellbeing and safety

manager has a proactive attitude towards

of our staff, customers, contractors and

our processes, has an extended knowledge

neighbours. Zero harm, as we call it. We are

of their products, which always results in

always searching for ways to enhance the

sound advice, right solutions or sensible

safety and efficiency of our processes”.

alternatives”.
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HUNTSMAN

CUSTOMER IN THE SPOTLIGHTS

EEN PRETTIG BEDRIJF
Ewald himself does have a whole history at

Huntsman clearly is a pleasant company to

Huntsman, and is more than excited about his

work for.

current job.
Ewald: “What I love the most is the open

The future

Either way I believe in advances technologies
that enable us to clean and maintain

For the future Ewald foresees a number of

our installations more efficient and

spectacular development within cleaning.

environmentally friendly, so as to burden our

Ewald: “For more than 30 years I worked

and informal atmosphere, not the technique

with the utmost pleasure within production

but man makes the difference. There are

Ewald: “I expect a number of new cleaning

and maintenance, and now I am a member

unlimited possibilities for personal growth

techniques that allow us to generate zero

of a Global Excellence Team, where we share

and development. Entrepreneurship is greatly

waste, such as cleaning with laser, probably

best practices with colleagues worldwide. One

appreciated, and the freedom I have to do my

for the time being in combination with

of those examples is our experience with the

job, creates a lot of energy and a positive and

dedicated cleaning products.

Tristar solvent”.

creative flow. Very motivating”.

future generations with less or even close to
zero waste”.
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MEET OUR CEO

DEDICATION MATTERS.

ALWAYS ON THE MOVE

FUTURE

My name is Paul van den Berg. I am an

up as an 18-year-old sales manager. Of course

TriStar is on the move. Internally we

expansion in the Food, Industrial and Facility

entrepreneur at heart and, like every

I had competition from TriStar and after a

constantly work on process optimization,

markets. Clean Matters, TriStar is completely

entrepreneur, I followed a path with ups

while I switched. That didn’t go without a

quality control and delivery reliability and

ready for the future!

and downs. It made me a self-aware and

hitch, because I had a non-compete clause

externally we have a focus on international

realistic major shareholder of TriStar. The

and a hefty claim on my pants that “we” had

company I’m proud of!

to deal with.

After a short job as an IT technician, I started

TriStar fascinated me, but the blood crept

in 2000 under the name JPBergICT-services.

and I wanted to be independent. In 2005 I

A mouthful for a young man who was going to

became a franchisee of the company. I did

conquer the world. I visited trade fairs for my

that together with two colleagues, including

work and so I came in contact with a supplier

Mike Geutjes. In 2011 we took over the

of cleaning agents, including for airplanes

company together and in 2015 I became major

and F16s. I liked to be independent, but still

shareholder.

let the latter seduce me. That is how I ended

Paul as a driving force
Over time, the company grew. Demand rose
sharply in particular through telemarketing.

ROOSENDAAL
THE NETHERLANDS.

We scaled up production, introduced a second
filling line and we started to work more
efficiently. That’s of course also the challenge
for an entrepreneur!

WAKEFIELD
UNITED KINGDOM.

In order to get all orders to the right place
on time, TriStar bought its own truck and in
the meantime we paid a lot of attention to
the consistent application of our corporate
identity. You can see this on our truck, but
also at the building and on our website, so
that it is clear to everyone who we are.
ICT is still in my genes: we are busy
automating our order process. You can order
online via the customer portal and thanks to
Active Stock Management we always have
the right products in stock so that we deliver
immediately.

BILBAO
SPAIN.
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MEET OUR SALES TEAM

PROGRESS MATTERS.

LET’S MEET
WITH A CUP
OF COFFEE
THIS IS OUR
SALES TEAM
Seven sales reps, who, each and every day, give their very best with all their heart
and soul, to serve our customers. All different, but with one common goal: think along
with the customers, provide sound advice, and deliver crystal clear solutions. Chances
are you already are in touch with one of them. Now you can meet them all and read
how important it is to them to stay in close contact with you, our customer.

Ezra van Zanten
“ENJOY.”

I am Ezra van Zanten, mother of two boys. For 17 years I had
a lot of fun playing football; since my injury I quit sports and
went on to singing, with equal pleasure. As my father is one of
the founders of TriStar, I started out here as an intern. After
this I stayed on, and I moved into the the sales department. My
customers can be found in all kinds of market segments. That is
why my job is interesting with lots of variety. I love building solid
relationships with my clients, and to get to know the ins and outs
of their businesses. As we have such a wide range of products
we are always able to advise and help our customers. TriStar is a
great company to work for, young and dynamic. I hope to be able
to work here for a very long time.

Herman Zonnenberg

“JUST DO THINGS YOU ENJOY.”

Enes Yildirim

“IT ALWAYS SEEMS IMPOSSIBLE UNTIL IT’S DONE.”
My name is Enes Yildirim, 25 years old, and married. I started
out as an intern and seasonal worker in 2013, and after my
studies I was lucky enough to be hired. My customers are mainly
in the industrial and resale business. What I like about my job
is the constant contact with my clients on all levels, visiting
their businesses, and having a look behind the scenes. TriStar
is flexible, focusing on solving the clients issues, and that is
what makes me tick. We aim at giving them sound advice and
optimising their processes whenever possible. I am proud of
TriStar and my colleagues, who go the extra mile every day.

Ansfred Takx

“CHANGE BEFORE YOU HAVE TO.”
My name is Ansfred Tax. I live in Breda, close to Roosendaal. I
love cars and car racing, and my job at TriStar, where I started as
a sales rep in October 2018. I am engaged in a very interesting
segment of our market, the manufacturing companies. As I am
allowed to look behind the scenes in many businesses, I am
learning more each day. My challenge is to advise exactly which
products will solve my customer’s problems. I am proud to work
for TriStar, a company that clearly shows the determination to
move forward.

Erik Overmars

“COOPER ATION CLEANS.”
My name is Erik Overmars, 30 years, and living in Deventer. From
the time I was 18 I have been working in the world of chemistry,
and since 2012 employed by TriStar. Continuous growth is
essential to me, so when, in 2017, I got the chance to specialise
in the food segment, I didn’t have to think twice. Informing and
advising customers, and making sure that clean really means
clean, that is what I go after every day!

My name is Herman Zonnenberg, and together with my partner
I have 4 children, a really busy household so to speak. In 1997 I
founded, together with my father, Indurein Supply BV, which in
2012 was acquired by TriStar Industries. So from that time on I
am employed by TriStar, and happily so. I have great colleagues,
and the informal atmosphere suits me fine. My customers are
located in the industry and retail, a very diversified segment,
with many different cleaning issues and the challenge to provide
the right solution for each and every customer. I plan to keep
going for at least another 22 years.

Ron Groenewegen

“SEIZE THE DAY AND ENJOY.”
My name is Ron Groenewegen and I live in the high north of the
Netherlands, Groningen. I am the proud father of 3 sons, and my
hobbies are in the sporting field, football, cycling, motor sports
and formula I. I have worked at Tristar for 24 years, so I have
seen the company become more professional. Before joining
TriStar I sold cleaning equipment, such as US-tanks, immerse
rinsing machines and sprayers. During my TriStar years that
knowledge has definitely proved to be an asset. My turnover
primarily comes from the metal and mechanisation industry.
Together with my colleagues I aim at going on for another 10
years, and contributing to a bright future for our company.

Alcedo Bod

“LOVING WHAT YOU DO MEANS NEVER HAVING TO WORK.”
My name is Alcedo Bod and together with my wife I live just
across the border, in Germany. I represent TriStar, in the food
industry. This is a very interesting and dynamic segment,
requiring complete commitment, knowledge and dedication. In
this sector it is of the utmost importance to select the most
appropriate the right and authorised cleaning and disinfection
products, and to provide good and reliable advice. Thanks to
this diversity, combined with the international character, I feel
completely at home at TriStarwithout having lived through one
boring day.
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NEW CORPORATE IDENTITY

NEW CORPORATE IDENTITY:
CLEAN AND CLASSY.
Recently our inhouse design company,
Creative Solutions, made some subtle
modifications in our corporate identity.
The idea behind these changes is that we
aimed at presenting a more tranquil yet
vibrant image.
We certainly wanted to keep the most
appealing elements of the old logo. The
outcome is entirely in line with our motto ‘less
is more’.
We are very proud of these results, of which
we would like to present some exciting
examples.
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KLOOSTERBOER

CUSTOMER IN THE SPOTLIGHTS.

KLOOSTERBOER
Kloosterboer is a family based company

And Kloosterboer does even more.

with 15 branches worldwide. Its principal
activities are storage and transport of

Paul: “All our locations offer a variety of

temperature controlled food products,

additional services, such as maritime, inland

in combination with international logistic

waterway and road transport, track and trace

services.

of goods, loading and unloading of ships,
insuring of cargo, and handling of customs-

In Vlissingen alone are 12 terminals with

related business such as declarations and

about a hundred cold stores and freezers,

export documentation. Upon request of our

with a combined storage capacity of

customers we also can evaluate the structure

250,000 ton.

of their logistic chain and identify the
possibilities for performance optimization”.

Paul van Winsen is QESH-officer (Quality,
Environment, Safety and Health), as well as
Project Engineer on the Vlissingen site. As

Kloosterboer prides itself on
a rich history.

food technologist he has been involved in food
during his entire career. Like no other he can

Paul: “We go back almost a hundred years.

tell a very interesting and compelling story

Klaas Kloosterboer founded the company

about his company.

in 1925, initially as a trading company in
potatoes and export of fruit and vegetables,

Paul: “As said, we are in the business of

becoming an international storage and

conditioned storage of food products. We

handling business since 1960. Currently we

dispose of conventional storage as well as of

are number two in Europe’s largest service

entirely automated high-rise freezers, all in

providers within the cool and freeze segment”.

accordance with the current European rules
and regulations, and equipped with the most
modern appliances regarding cool and freeze
technology. We also blend fruit juices for
our customers. Each week no less than 200
tank-vehicles with about 5 million litres of
fruit juices find their way to a large number of
European destinations”.
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KLOOSTERBOER

CUSTOMER IN THE SPOTLIGHTS.

KLOOSTERBOER IS VERY
SATISFIED WITH THE
COLLABORATION
WITH TRISTAR

Inevitably Kloosterboer has to deal with all

and innovative logistic range of services in

kinds of laws and regulations.

the supply chain of conditioned food products,
so as to realise considerable operational

Paul: “As we operate in the food industry we

and financial improvements for the B2B

obviously are subject to strict legislation, and

customers, based on quality and product

we earned countless certificates. In addition

safety. Here TriStar comes into view.

Kloosterboer has the explicit ambition to
substantially contribute to the realisation of

Paul: “TriStar delivers a number of cleaning

a sustainable world by greatly reducing the

products to clean and disinfect all equipment,

impact of our activities on the environment.

as well as the inside and outside of the

We develop for instance automatic high-rise

blending stations and installations. We clean

storages that consume 50% less energy than

all objects by means of CIP (Cleaning in

conventional storages. We place windmills and

Place), a process that circulates cleaning

solar panels, and we choose for sustainable

and disinfection liquids, and that cleans the

buildings and constructions according

installation without the need for disassembly”.

to BREEAM-requirements. Furthermore
Kloosterboer is a member of the Lean and

Satisfied

Green Network. In 2016 we were granted the
Lean en Green Star Award, for realising a 20%

Paul is very satisfied with the co-operation

CO2 reduction within 5 years”.

with Tristar.

We also are allowed to use the “frog-logo”,

Kloosterboer

everywhere, but we haven’t reached the
saturation point as yet, certainly not in the

He is also passionate about his employer.

specialist business Kloosterboer operates in”.

the quality mark of the Rainforest Alliance, for

Paul: “The lines are short and the contacts

focus on working conditions, environment and

are very pleasant and professional. As well

Paul: “What I love most about my job is

In short, a good company to work for, and an

nature conservation for products originating

as cleaning products TriStar also delivers

the daily variety and especially the contacts

absolutely valued customer. We trust that in

from rain forest regions. An excellent example

additional services: sampling the CIP-

with our customers. We have a very informal

a couple of years we will together cross the

is the pineapple juice, and the bananas we

liquids, and checking and optimising the

business culture, which greatly contributes

threshold of the next “Kloosterboer century”.

store at the right temperatures. Afterwards

concentrations. They provide sound advice,

to our pleasant working atmosphere.

they are taken through a maturing process,

and via our customer portal we can monitor

Kloosterboer offers endless possibilities

and finally to the stores. A banana may well

the current actions. Every year we evaluate

for personal growth and development,

follow a 6 week route between the picking and

and, if necessary, adjust the entire way of

with a strong focus on competencies and

consumption”. All this perfectly matches the

working”.

areas of interest. And we still experience a

Kloosterboer mission: offering a sustainable

growth-scenario. Logistic centres are arising
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TRISTAR UK

INTERNATIONAL MATTERS.

MEET OUR
COLLEAGUES FROM UK
TriStar Group also has branches in Wakefield in England and Bilbao in Spain.
Our English colleagues are happy to introduce themselves to you.

Wendy Hunt
“KEEP YOUR EYES ON THE STARS AND YOUR FEET ON THE
GROUND”
I am married to Geoff for almost 29 years. We have two children.
Our eldest, Dom, is a professional boxer and our youngest, Olivia
is a national account manager with Procter and Gamble. I’m
53 (or 46 plus VAT) which sounds better! After managing large
customer service teams for the last 30 years in the Finance and
Gaming sectors and fighting breast cancer, I decided to work
part-time with Geoff in his business and my focus is on the
cleaning chemical side so I will be working closely with the wider
Tristar team. Although Tristar is new in the UK, I firmly believe
we can build the brand and the business to be as successful in
the UK as it is in the Netherlands.

Geoff Hunt
“FOLLOW YOUR PASSION, BE PREPARED TO WORK HARD
AND SACRIFICE, AND ABOVE ALL, LET NOBODY LIMIT YOUR
DREAMS”
I am married to Wendy, and the proud father of Dom and
Olivia. I Ended up with Tristar through an introduction from Ron
Van Zanten I like the innovative way things are done and the
flexibility of the company My plan for the future is to promote
safe and efficient cleaning methods while solving peoples
cleaning issues.

Nigel Hilditch
“LIVE AND LEARN”
I am married to Sue, for 29 years, I live in Wakefield, West
Yorkshire, and I have two children. Joseph is graphic designer
and Emily is studying Illustration at Lincoln University.
Previously I had a successful career in Fashion Retail for 34 years
as a Store manager before joining Tristar as Chemical Sales
Manager in May 2018 after a life changing event. Tristar is a new
and ambitious company to work for with an extremely bright
future ahead. I am part of a small team of people all with
a diverse range of skills which make Tristar a dynamic business.
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ROOSENDAAL BUSINESS AWARDS 2019

TEAMWORK MATTERS.

TRISTAR WINS THE PRESTIGIOUS
ROOSENDAAL BUSINESS AWARD
Monday 25 November 2019, during a
smashing gala, TriStar was voted best
company in Roosendaal in the category
Business Award.
Since 2012 Roosendaal has its own Business
Award Competition, with a number of
entrepreneur awards in several categories.
To be able to compete the company should
be Roosendaal based, with management and
decision making processes in Roosendaal.

Rating
Each competing company will be assessed on
a number of issues, such as the nature of the
company, the structure, strategy, vision for
the future and its human resources policy. The
financial situation is equally important, as
well as the role a company plays in the social
field. In conclusion it means that business
courage and acumen, entrepreneurship and
social awareness will be rewarded.

Proud
Needless to say that TriStar is extremely
proud to have scored so well that we actually
won this award.

A FANTASTIC
TEAM ACHIEVEMENT.
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The Netherlands.
TriStar Industries Nederland B.V.

United Kingdom.
TriStar Cleaning Products UK Ltd.

Spain.
TriStar Cleaning Products ES Srl.

Ettenseweg 34 - 38
4706 PB ROOSENDAAL
info@tristargroup.org
+31 885880100

Unit 3 Ripley Close
Normanton WAKEFIELD WF6 1TB
info@tristargroup.uk
+44 1924856390

Gran Via 19-21 Plantas 2 y 3
48001 BILBAO
info@tristargroup.es
+34 944359782

